Twenty-Eighth Annual Feast of Tabernacles – 6011/2008

THE SEVEN LAST PLAGUES
~ PART 18 ~
Shalom Aleichem! Praise '+')! Praise '+') - '+')! As I stand
before you this day, I ask everyone to join me in lifting up high praise and
adulation to the Everlasting God, '+'), for He is surely worthy to be praised.
And, let us say unto our God, '+'), Thine, O Lord, '+'), is the greatness,
and the power, and the glory, and the victory, and the majesty: for all that is
in the heaven and in the earth is Thine; Thine is the kingdom, O Lord, '+'),
and Thou art exalted as head above all.
Both riches and honour come of Thee, and Thou reignest over all; and
in Thine hand is power and might; and in Thine hand it is to make great,
and to give strength unto all. Now therefore, our God, '+'), we thank Thee,
and praise Thy glorious name (2 Chronicles 29:11-13).
Moreover, to all those who wish to count themselves in the number of
the saints of Heaven, let us pay homage to our King, '+') - '+'), Saying,
We give Thee thanks, O Lord, '+') - '+'), God Almighty, which art, and
wast, and art to come; because Thou hast taken to Thee Thy great power,
and hast reigned. For Thy wrath is come, and the time of the dead, that they
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should be judged, and that Thou shouldest give reward unto Thy servants
the prophets, and to the saints, and them that fear Thy name, small and
great; and shouldest destroy them which destroy the earth.
And there is given unto You, '+') - '+'), dominion, and glory, and a
kingdom, that all people, nations, and languages, should serve You: Your
dominion is an everlasting dominion, which shall not pass away, and Your
kingdom that which shall not be destroyed (Revelation 11:17-18; Daniel
7:24). All of our days we deify and worship You, '+') - '+')! Praise '+')
- '+')!
I enthusiastically welcome all of you in attendance at the one and only
place on the planet where our God, '+'), has chosen to place His glorious
name for the celebration of the Feast of Tabernacles—the stylish Marriott
Chateau Champlain, in Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Praise '+')! Praise '+')
- '+') for allowing us all to arrive here safely and without incident!
We have assembled once again for Part 18 of the on-going discourse
of knowledge, which is the seminar series entitled, “The Seven Last
Plagues.” However, before we continue with our study for today, let us
refer back to Part 17 and perform a brief recap of the shockingly devastating
knowledge that was revealed by thorough inquiry. Praise '+')! Praise '+')
- '+')!
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As with all of our previous discussions, we gathered information from
several distinguished educational tools in order to establish our conclusions.
Primarily, dictionary definitions confirmed that the Scripture, Revelation
16:19, actually forewarns that '+') shall cause AMERICA to be handed over
to others for exclusive possession and ownership.
We sought out explanations from a myriad of reference sources to
substantiate that '+') shall cause the government of the United States to be
in such excessive debt that its leaders—the President, Vice President,
Secretary of State, cabinet members, senators, congressmen, and
congresswomen—shall be hard-pressed to generate money in any way
possible.
Furthermore, trusted reference sources provided the enlightening
details that the American government shall attempt to achieve economic
stability by persuading the preeminent business executives of America to
give up, deliver, and exchange American properties, goods, and services to
foreigners in return for cash money (Isaiah 51:53, 56).
Our sole reliance on only the best-published dictionaries, thesauri, and
fact-books allowed us to state that by the divine intervention of our God,
'+'), the aforementioned people shall eventually end up in the poor house
like so many unfortunate Americans at this time. The Almighty God, '+'),
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shall bring these grim and depressing financial circumstances upon them as
punishment for their own money-hungry folly and insatiable madness for
profit (Proverbs 1:19).
On the authority of wide-known reference books, we corroborated that
because of their blatant lack of appreciation for what He has provided them,
'+') shall eagerly manifest His hatred for those sitting on high as rulers of
America and the persons who control American corporations. Therefore, the
divine judgment of '+') against them shall be just and right because they
have defiantly disobeyed His commandments, judgments, laws, and statutes
that He set forth in the Holy Bible. Praise '+')! Praise '+') - '+')!
At present, we are ready to jump right into our system of study for
today wherewith we shall employ the Ten Step Study Method of '+') '+'). This is the only method of study suitable for the proper decoding and
revelation of the Holy Word of '+'). Thusly, let us all turn to and read our
foundation Scripture located in the Book of Revelation, Chapter 16, verse
20. Let us read:
“And every island fled away, and the mountains were not
found.”
This Verse describes additional events and circumstances that
comprise our God, '+'), pouring His indignant wrath upon BABYLON- Page 4 of 19 -
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AMERICA. Wherefore, in an effort to establish a factual examination of the
occurrences expressed in this Scripture, we must acquire the support of our
trusted informative reference sources. Our starting point shall be to uncover
the true meaning of the phrase, which reads, “And every island fled away
….”
Based on the accuracy of e-Sword, Bible Computer Software,
copyright 2000-2004, located under the reference number 2532, the Greek
translation of the word and is pronounced kah-ee, substantiated as, “so and
therefore.” In companionship to this definition, the Shorter Oxford English
Dictionary, Sixth Edition, copyright 2004, Computer Software, verifies that
so is a conjunction meaning “as follows”; equally, therefore is “an
expression of conclusion.”
By virtue of these facts, we can affirm that after '+') causes the
tragically sweeping collapse of the American government and business
economies, He shall cause the following concluding events to occur, first,
EVERY ISLAND SHALL FLEE AWAY, and then, second, THE
MOUNTAINS WILL NOT BE FOUND. Praise '+')! Praise '+') - '+')!
Again, recognizing the credibility of e-Sword, Bible Computer
Software, in the Greek Dictionary, reference number 3956, it identifies the
word every pronounced pas, as “all manner of.” Similarly, as recorded on
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page 492 of Thayer’s Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament,
copyright 1977, the adjective every is denoted as “altogether, in all ways, in
all respects.”
Considering the soundness of these details, we can confirm that
immediately following the economic devastation that '+') shall inflict upon
America and her business infrastructure, He shall cause something else to
come to pass against all manner of islands.

Simply speaking, the

ISLANDS SHALL FLEE AWAY altogether, in all ways, and in all respects.
Now, since the islands shall flee away, common sense should tell us
that we couldn’t be referring to geographical island landmasses like Jamaica,
Hawaii, Fiji, Solomon Islands, etc. Therefore, we must answer the question
regarding what the islands in Revelation 16:20 actually represent.

To

discover the answer, we must perform a diligent investigation to give a plain
description that is applicable to our current study.
Accepting the validity of e-Sword, Bible Computer Software,
copyright 2000-2004, certified in the Greek Dictionary, located under the
reference number 3520, the word island is translated as nay-sos. Nēsos is
defined as, “from the base of Greek 3491; an island.” Making use of the
same aforementioned source, the Greek reference number 3491, pronounced
nowce, outlines an island as “a boat (of any size):-ship.”
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Consenting to these definitions, we can conclude that the steadily
escalating economic destruction that '+') shall bring upon America shall
also be the root cause of the BOATS and SHIPS of any and all sizes to
FLEE AWAY from her. Now, why does this action carry such great weight
for America and what does it mean for her as a nation? A reasonable
explanation can be formulated with the help of our relied upon reference
tools.
Dependent upon the high merits of Webster’s New World Dictionary
& Thesaurus, copyright 1998, Computer Software, a boat is “any large,
seagoing water vehicle; ship.” Likewise, a ship is “a large wind-driven or
engine-powered vessel designed to carry passengers or cargo over water,
especially across the ocean” (as documented in Microsoft Encarta
Dictionary, copyright 1993-2004, Computer Edition).
Wherefore, based on these meanings, we can authenticate that the
ISLANDS described in Revelation, Chapter 16, verse 20 are, in fact, the
large wind-driven or engine-powered vehicles that travel on water. Most
importantly, '+') shall cause these great vessels that are designed to carry
cargo and passengers over water—especially across the oceans—to simply
FLEE AWAY from America.
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Now, let us find out exactly what cargo is and who passengers are
since these seagoing vehicles carry them both across the oceans of the entire
world. Predicated on the correctness of Webster’s New World Dictionary &
Thesaurus, cargo is classified as “the load of commodities carried by a
ship”; even more, cargo is also “the goods or merchandise conveyed in a
ship” (as taken from Merriam-Webster’s 11th Collegiate Dictionary,
copyright 2003, Computer Software).
These facts altogether provide us with the insight that '+') shall cause
the SHIPS, which carry loads of goods and commodities, to flee away from
America. Additionally, while a passenger is a “tourist,” a tourist is “a
person traveling for pleasure, esp. abroad.” Hence, '+') shall also cause the
SHIPS that carry tourists who travel abroad for pleasure to flee away.
Currently, we must take the time to make sure that we have a total
understanding of what precisely constitutes a SHIP before we move on to
make sense of how they shall “flee away.” So, staying on course with what
we have discovered thus far, deferring to The Synonym Finder, by J. I.
Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 1103, we can learn that a ship is the same
as a “liner, merchant ship, freight, and barge.” Furthermore, on page 668 of
this source, a liner is an “ocean liner.”
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Thesaurus, copyright 1996, on page 609, ocean liner leads us to reference
number 690.3 for vessel, which denotes that a ship is also “cruiser.”
Thus, these definitions substantiate that immediately following the
financial devastation that '+') shall cause in the American economy, He
shall also cause all of the merchant ships, freight ships, and barges that carry
goods across the oceans to flee away from America. On top of that, '+')
shall further cause all of the cruisers (or cruise ships), which people use to
travel abroad for pleasure to flee away from America. Praise '+')! Praise
'+') - '+')!
Having arrived at this point, we can resume Revelation, Chapter 16,
verse 20, which states, “And the islands fled away, ….” Fled is past tense.
However, we know that this is a prophetic statement and this event has not
taken place yet. Therefore, we shall define the phrase fled away in order to
explain what shall happen to all of the merchant and cruise ships of
America.
We shall begin our defining from e-Sword, Bible Computer Software,
copyright 2000-2004.

According to this trustworthy tool, in the Greek

Dictionary, under the reference number 5343, the past tense phrase fled
away is pronounced fyoo'-go, which means “to run away (literally or
figuratively); to vanish.”
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Based on the validity of the American Heritage Talking Dictionary
and Thesaurus, copyright 1997, Computer Software, while run is sanctioned
as “to retreat rapidly”; retreat is avouched as “cause to withdraw”; and
withdraw is tantamount to “remove from circulation” (as documented in the
Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, Sixth Edition, copyright 2004,
Computer Software). Lastly, the term in circulation means, “participating
actively in business life” (which is according to Random House Webster’s
College Dictionary–Word Genius, copyright 2004, Computer Edition).
Taking all of the above explanations into consideration, we can
deduce that '+') shall cause all of the merchant and cruise ships of America
to withdraw rapidly from circulation. This is to say that, '+') shall cause
these ships to cease from being active participants in the business life of
America. What does this really mean? We can learn the answer by making
sense of the word vanish from our previously given e-Sword Greek
definition of the phrase fled away.
As authenticated from Microsoft Encarta Dictionary, copyright 19932004, Computer Edition, the etymology of the word vanish is “from Latin
evanescere ‘to die out, pass away,’ from, ultimately, vanus ‘empty.’” In the
same previously mentioned source, while vanish is delineated as “to
disappear suddenly,” Webster’s New World Dictionary & Thesaurus,
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copyright 1998, Computer Software, connotes empty as “carrying or bearing
nothing; unoccupied; or vacant.”
With such sound definitions, it is evident that '+') shall cause all of
the SHIPS of America to rapidly die out and pass out of active business. In
fact, '+') shall cause the cargo and merchant ships of America to suddenly
disappear out of operation as they shall no longer carry or bear any goods for
import into the country or items for export out of the country.
Even more so, '+') shall cause the cruise ship industry to go belly up
as these ships shall become completely unoccupied and vacant of travelers.
This is because the forthcoming catastrophic economic situation of America
shall leave most people simply unable to spend money for pleasurable
activities that they were once accustomed to.
Thus, our Faithful God, '+'), has doomed the entire shipping industry
of the United States of America to suffer utter obliteration and eradication as
a consequence of the seventh and last plague. The Word of '+') contained
in the King James Version of the Holy Bible sheds a bright light on these
prophetic circumstances. Therefore, we shall read some Scriptures from the
Word of '+') to confirm these facts. First, let us read Ezekiel, Chapter 27,
verse 28:
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[28] “And all that handle the oar, the mariners, and all the
pilots of the sea, shall come down from their ships, they shall
stand upon the land”;
The Lord, '+'), shall cause all of the pilots of the major vessels of the seas
and oceans to come down from their great ships and they shall stand (stay)
upon the dry land for lack of business. Praise '+')! Praise '+') - '+')!
In addition, let us also read the Scripture located in the Book of
Psalm, Chapter 107, verses 23 and 24:
[23] “They that go down to the sea in ships, that do business in
great waters;
[24] These see the works of the Lord, '+'), and His wonders in
the deep.”
These Verses clearly establish that the Lord, '+'), shall show forth His great
works against them that go down to the sea in merchant and pleasure ships.
Even more, '+') shall manifest His mighty wonders (plagues) against the
shipping companies of America that do business by traversing the waters of
the world. Praise '+')! Praise '+') - '+')!
Continuing on in our study today, we have now reached the moment
when we must decode the next phrase from our foundation Scripture,
Revelation, Chapter 16, verse 20, which reads, “… and the mountains were
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not found.” Here, we read that not only shall the islands (merchant and
cruise ships) flee away from America, but, also, the MOUNTAINS WILL
NOT BE FOUND.

Thusly, it is paramount that we have an accurate

understanding of what these mountains actually are.
Referring once again to e-Sword, Bible Computer Software, copyright
2000-2004, reference number 3735, of the Greek Dictionary, is given for the
word mountain, pronounced or'-os, and is defined as “to rise.” It also says
to “compare Greek number 3733.” Therefore, following those instructions,
the Greek Dictionary number 3733, pronounced or-nis, describes mountain
as “a bird (as rising in the air).”
Going further in this vein, in the American Heritage Talking
Dictionary and Thesaurus, copyright 1997, Computer Software, while to
rise is to “ascend”; to ascend means “to go or move upward”; and upward
is “toward a higher level.” Hence, the MOUNTAINS that will not be found
are indicative of BIRDS that ascend and go up toward high levels in the air.
So, what types of birds could we possibly be speaking of? Let us find out
by utilizing the books of understanding—the dictionaries.
Trusting the legitimacy of Merriam-Webster’s 11th Collegiate
Dictionary, copyright 2003, Computer Software, a bird is identified as “a
man-made object (as an aircraft) that resembles a bird especially by flying.”
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Similarly, an aircraft is defined from this same dictionary as “a vehicle (as
an airplane) for traveling through the air.” Moreover, in Bartlett’s Roget’s
Thesaurus, copyright 1996, on page 609, under reference number 689.3,
aircraft is equivalent to “airplane, airliner, jet plane, and jumbo jet.”
Henceforth, we can affirm that in our foundation Scripture, Revelation
16:20, the MOUNTAINS are, in actuality, the man-made AIRPLANES that
are used to travel through the air and that resemble birds in the way that they
fly. Furthermore, because of the drastically unfavorable conditions that '+')
shall bring upon the American economy, these airplanes, airliners, jet planes,
and jumbo jets WILL NOT BE FOUND. Praise '+')! Praise '+') - '+')!
Question: How is it possible for these large objects—airplanes and
jumbo jets—to eventually arrive at a state where they are not found? In an
effort to understand what this actually means, we must define the words in
the phrase were not found.
Again, relying on the credibility of e-Sword, Bible Computer
Software, copyright 2000-2004, in the Greek Dictionary, under reference
number 3756, the phrase were not is pronounced oo, which is “the
absolutely negative adverb; never.” Even more, it states to also see number
3364. Therefore, going to the Greek Dictionary number 3364, were not is
pronounced oo may, delineated as “any more, at all, by any (no) means.”
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With these clarifications, it is now clear that at some point in the near
future, '+') shall cause adverse circumstances to come against the
AIRPLANES and JETS that people currently use daily to travel through the
air across the globe. The truth of the matter is, '+') shall cause the financial
difficulties plaguing the American economy to bring about such dismal and
awful conditions in the airline industry that no airplanes or jumbo jets will
be FOUND any more, at all, or by any means.
The bottom line is this, average American citizens shall suffer from
such extreme monetary setbacks that they will not be able to afford flying or
traveling by plane. To put it even more bluntly, the number of airline
travelers shall drop drastically because of steeply inflated ticket prices and
expensive amenities, such as blankets, pillows, earphones, and snacks. And,
since less people will “fly the friendly skies,” American airline companies
shall rapidly and steadily decline.
This problematic state of affairs shall cause a tumultuous outcry
among the people of America. And this outcry for a resolution shall be
against those who occupy the official political seat of government in
America and the presidents in charge of the airline companies. However, let
us read Isaiah, Chapter 57, verse 13, in part, stopping at the colon, to see
what the end result shall be:
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“When thou criest, let thy companies deliver thee; but the wind
shall carry them all away; vanity shall take them”:
This Scripture further affirms that '+') shall strike the airline industry
with total financial ruin and carry it away into oblivion. Why? Because
those who manage this industry have been continually taken with vanity—
the overwhelming desire for riches and substance—over all things.
Resultantly, not one of the airline companies shall be able to cry long or hard
enough to deliver themselves out of this impending tragedy. Praise '+')!
Praise '+') - '+')!
As we near the end of our study process for today, we currently know
that '+') shall cause the merchant and cruise ship industries to go out of
business as these ships shall become wholly unoccupied and vacant of goods
and travelers. Likewise, '+') shall bring the same monetary annihilation
upon the entire airline industry of America as it shall soon not be found.
Therefore, to bring conclusion to our seminar, let us reveal how the
word FOUND relates to all that we have uncovered thus far. Making use of
e-Sword, Bible Computer Software, copyright 2000-2004, yet again, located
under reference number 2147 of the Greek Dictionary, found is pronounced
hyoo-ris'-ko, depicted as “get and obtain.”
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Following the same thought of the aforementioned definitions, while
the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, Sixth Edition, Computer Software,
copyright 2005, explains get as “cause to come or be provided”; likewise,
obtain involves “coming into enjoyment of.” Obtain also means to “secure
or gain as the result of request or effort” (from the same just mentioned
source).
Henceforth, these clarifications prove that '+') shall plague the airline
industry of America with such catastrophic financial damages hardly anyone
will be able to enjoy the once under-appreciated convenience of being able
to fly to their destination. The facts fundamentally prove that no matter how
much nonstop effort is put forth to secure the alleviation of high airline
ticket prices, no resolution shall be provided. Additionally, it won’t matter
how many Americans submit requests to government officials for relief of
inflated airline prices and amenities, no gains will be achieved since the
costs can never be decreased. Praise '+')! Praise '+') - '+')!
Once again, let us refer to the Book of Wisdom to read the Scripture
that affords us undeniable proof of what we have just learned. Wherefore,
let us turn to and read Isaiah, Chapter 22, verse 5:
“For it is a day of trouble, and of treading down, and of
perplexity by the Lord God, '+'), of hosts in the valley of
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vision, breaking down the walls, and of crying to the
mountains.”
Many American citizens shall cry out to the government of America
and insist that they pass legislation that will force the airline companies to
supply some type of relief from the inflation of their airfares and prices.
Nevertheless, these adamant requests shall remain unanswered, and, what’s
more, not even acknowledged. Thus, this is a day of trouble, treading down,
and of plain outright perplexity of mind and spirit from the Lord, '+'). And,
it is most certainly upon us as we speak. Praise '+') and '+') - '+')!
All of these inevitable circumstances that '+') shall bring upon
BABYLON-AMERICA are because she has REFUSED to accept and
acknowledge '+') - '+') as the true Messiah. Too, '+') has pronounced
these righteous judgments against her that shall CLEAVE unto her because
her leaders have chosen to reject His commandments, judgments, laws, and
statutes as taught by His Only Servant, '+') - '+'). This is why the
ISLANDS shall flee away from America and why her MOUNTAINS will
not be found. Praise '+')! Praise '+') - '+')!
As always, I humbly pray that the revelation of the Word of '+') as
made known through the decoding of the Scripture, Revelation, Chapter 16,
verse 20, has been enlightening to our minds and spirits. Even though we
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have learned so much regarding the seventh and last plague of '+'), we still
have more to discover about this devastating plague.
Therefore, if it is the will of our God, '+'), I shall see you all again in
our next seminar discussion as we set about decrypting the final portion of
events that constitute this plague.
Remember, we must steadfastly keep our minds stayed on the
commandments, judgments, laws, and statutes of our God, '+'), as taught to
us by His Son, '+') - '+'). And, we must not only study them, but put
them into daily practice and observance. This is the only way any of us who
consider ourselves to be true believers of '+') - '+') will be guaranteed
salvation out of the destruction of America and all wicked nations. Praise
'+')! Praise '+') - '+')!
Please continue to jubilate in and celebrate this high holy feast of
'+'), the Twenty-Eighth Annual Feast of Tabernacles, for I know that I
surely will. In the language of our God, '+'), I say to everyone, Shalom
Aleichem (“Peace be unto you”).
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